The in viva degradation of hexamethylenediisocyanate-tanned dermal sheep collagen was studied with transmission electron microscopy. 
RESULTS

Macroscopic evaluation
By day 10, the great variety in cellular interactions compared with other implantation periods was remarkable: the inner interface showed complete ingrowth; the empty central part had a fibrin network, few neutrophits and locally extensive crystalline deposits in HDSC bundles, whereas at the outer interface high numbers of infiltrated neutrophits, sometimes locally showing deviant morphology as described previously, were present.
The inner interface with complete ingrowth contained different ceil types, small bundles of newly formed rat collagen constructed of small calibre fibres and blood vessels (Figures 4a and b) . At this interface, ingrowing macrophages, fibroblasts, basophil-like cells and a few capillary buds were present. Amongst the different cell types many FBM-G cells were found especially in the proximity of the fibrous capsule. These FBM-G cells had characteristics of either macrophages, fibroblasts or basophils.
FBM-G cells surrounding and internalizing small parts of sometimes gelatinous HDSC bundles were always either The in viva degradation of HDSC was studied. HDSC was degraded by both an intra-and an extracellular route and I gradually replaced by rat tissue, which was thereafter also / degraded. In addition to normal components of a typical foreign body reaction, remarkable phenomena, such as The formation of FBM-G cells from macrophages has often been reported in cell-biomaterial interactions. Current theory on FBM-G cells says that they are formed from macrophages by fusion36-40, although formation by nuclear division is not excluded. Also in this study, macrophages and macrophage-like FBM-G cells were observed. The attracting signal for macrophages and macrophage-like FBM-G cells may be the HDSC collagen itself. The development of fibroblast-like FBM-Gcells,whichwediscriminated from the macrophage-like FBM-G cells bytheir abundance of RER and the absence of small azurophilic granules, has been suggested previously37. Both macrophage-and fibroblast-like FBM-G ceils were possibly formed by fusion of cells, since, in some cases, cells simultaneously containing both rather active and inactive nuclei were observed.
The presence of AVSi crystals is difficult to explain. Part of these structures was already present in HDSC before implantation and may have been introduced during some step in the fabrication procedure. But this cannot explain the extent of AI/Si crystals observed. So we believe that they were in part newly formed and further accumulated during degradation4'. Crystallization may occur since both silicon and aluminium are at hand. Si is an essential trace element present in all kinds of body fluids and connective tissues and is required for collagen biosynthesis42-45. Therefore, HDSC may function as a possible source of Si. Blood is the possible source of A146.47. Si and Al are known to readily combine and the formation of aluminium silicates at physiological pH has been described46. The presence of aluminium silicates has been reported for brain tissue and related with Alzheimer's disease45-47.
Detailed knowledge on collagen degradation was obtained from this study, which may in general be of use for a better understanding and further improvement of collagenbased biomaterials.
Degradation of HDSC was compared with degradation of rat collagen from the replaced HDSC and with collagen of the fibrous capsule. Remarkable phenomena observed during HDSC degradation are related to this specific material and suggest cytotoxicity. Cytotoxicity may occur as a result of tanning. Tanning agents will always be released in some way, which remains a point of concern. Primary cytotoxic substances of HDSC may be removed by extensive washing, but secondary cytotoxic substances not. However, cytotoxic effects have also been reported for certain clinically applied collagen-based bioprostheses. For example, porcine heart valves leak toxic substances (GA), but it is claimed that this improves their function by prevention of cell ingrowth and therefore degradation48. by cells. Primary cytotoxicity can be removed by extensive washing of HDSC, preliminary results indicated that a washed HDSC implant did not show deviant morphology of neutrophils shortly after implantation. In contrast, secondary cytotoxic effects cannot be prevented by washing, as detected by us in an in vitro biocompatibility test34. In our study it is difficult to discriminate between primary and secondary cytotoxicity, with one changing gradually into the other.
Apart from deviant neutrophil morphology, cytotoxicity may also be reflected by the extensive presence of both intraand extracellular lipid35, of cells with swollen mitochondria and of the high number of infiltrating basophil-like cells and basophil-like FBM-G cells. We characterized basophil-like cells by the morphology of the granules, which are typical for basophils, or cells of basophil origin, but not for macrophages", ". Basophiloriginating cells are normally involved in inflammatory
